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Multi Radiance Super Pulsed Laser Technology has been validated In Vitro, In Vivo, in Controlled
Laboratory Studied and in Human Clincial Trials.

The Pillars Paper:

Validating Multi Radiance Laser Technology
In-Vitro and In-Vivo Experiments and the Mechanism
of Action Pillar
- Validating the Photobiological response.
- Depth of penetration of light through skin.
- Photobiomodulation and the Thermal Effect.
Discovering the Optimal Parameters: The Controlled
Laboratory Studies Pillar
- Biphasic dose response and validation.
- Dose validation of inflammatory marker reduction.
- Dose validation for the modulation of pain.
- Power in athletic performance.

Download the Pillars Paper

TM

Validation of the Outcomes: The Clinical Trial Pillar
- Reducing knee pain in clinical practice.
- Testing a treatment methodology - The Priority Principle.
- The importance of clinical significance for consistent outcomes.

The Comparative Pillars Paper:

From Validation to Separation

Multi Radiance Laser Technology is superior to Class 3B and Class 4
Lasers in mitigating pain without unwanted muscle damage.
- In the past 24 months there have been 12 peer reviewed journal
articles published specific to Multi Radiance Medical and with 35
current clinical trials will double or triple that in the next 24 months.
- Multi Radiance Super Pulsed Lasers are Superior to Class 3B and
Class 4 Lasers in mitigating pain without associated muscle damage.
- Multi Radiance Laser Technology allows 5x the amount of light to
targeted tissue with 75% less energy at the surface.
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Introduction
or the use of light-based devices to stimulate or inhibit biological processes, was introduced in the United States
PBM or low-level laser/light therapy (LLLT) continues to gain popularity among physicians and therapists and
proven to be a superior adjunct or mono therapy in rehabilitation.
Extensive research exists to support the use of light-based modalities for a variety of conditions. Nearly all positive studies have been done with the use of low powered lasers. Anecdotal evidence, expert opinion reports, and
an occasional case study provide some insight into clinical use. However, they are not adequate replacements for
quality controlled randomized trials.
-

-

of their product in both laboratory and clinical trials. Without the proper Proof of Concept, including biphasic
Multi Radiance Medical embarked on the Proof of Concept (POC) process in early 2012 to validate the combined multi-wavelength and magnetic laser and light device, the MR4. All experiments, trials and studies were
ance Medical devices and identify the optimal doses and treatment parameters for the safe delivery of consistent,
clinically relevant patient outcomes. All research articles are published in peer-reviewed journals or pending
future publication.
LLLT. Additionally, we will discuss the Proof of Concept process that all devices should undergo and how basic
greater use and acceptance in the community.
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From Validation to Separation and the
Responsibility of Market Leadership
Multi Radiance Medical develops patented, unique
devices that maximize the advantages of multiple
wavelengths, light sources and electromagnetic energy.
All devices share a common core comprised of 905 nm
Super Pulsed Lasers, 875 nm Infrared Emitting Diodes, 640 nm Red Light Emitting Diodes and a static
of the device’s parameters are validated by the Pillars
“Proof of Concept” studies completed from 2012-2014.

a peak of activity at 825 nm, and is thought to be due
to the relatively oxidized CuA chromophores4. Single
wavelength probes (both point and clusters) are limitwavelength. It was suggested that a combination of
wavelengths may provide a more robust means of triggering the phototherapeutic response.
Albuquerque-Pontes, et al5
for CCO. Not only do multiple wavelengths have the
capacity to stimulate CCO activity, they pose an activa-

validations studies, but also crucial details on dose response, absorption characteristics to determine depth
operation. Extensively tried and tested over 20 years
in both lab and in the clinic, the MR4 and TerraQuant
product lines continue to consistently deliver the most

activation that enhances CCO activity. Friedmann,
Radiance Medical TQ Solo and states the combination
of multiple wavelengths produced enhanced Adenosthan a single red wavelength with a comparatively
ty without having to resort in increased doses from a
single wavelength light source. Friedmann, et al6 found
similar increases in ATP production from a smaller
dose delivered by a multi-wavelength, lower powered
device as compared to Eichler, et al.7 outcomes with a
gests that multiple wavelengths can prolong the time
delivered across many wavelengths with much lower
average powers rather than one single wavelength of
higher power.

Figure 1

Working in Synergy
Wavelength selection, light source and power output
play a crucial role in achieving optimal therapeutic
available devices select Laser or LED diodes based
upon commercial availability. Selected parameters
should work constructively to create a synergistic

640 nm - 1 J

1

basic mechanisms of photobiomodulation (PBM) is
the acceleration of electron transfer by electromagnetic
radiation in the visible and near infrared region of the
spectrum2,3 via the modulation of cytochrome c-oxidase (CCO) activity. It was believed that CCO had
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Figure 2

De Marchi, et al.8
of multiple wavelengths in the Multi Radiance device
in a study that compared to either a single or dual
wavelength device. In a randomized, double-blinded,
placebo-controlled trial, forty untrained healthy male
volunteers preformed eccentric exercise and had the
results measured to establish muscle performance and
recovery via maximum voluntary contraction MVC,
delayed onset muscle soreness (DOMS), and creatine
wavelength 905, 875, 640 nm, a continuous wave single
wavelength 808 nm low level laser device and a dual
wavelength 810 nm/980 nm Class 4 high power laser
device.

bined wavelengths are clear, not all combinations of
wavelengths, sources and power outputs have proven
9

between either of the treatment groups or the sham
group when utilizing a Class 4 high-powered laser containing wavelengths of 810 nm and 980 nm.
Creating Waves
A therapeutic sweet spot exists in the near infrared
spectrum between 630 nm and 910 nm, where the
absorption of light is not limited by melanin, lipid or
water absorption that allows light to enter the body.
depth of penetration by testing various wavelengths
and powers to determine which are better suited for
available literature has demonstrated that depth of
penetration is directly related to the wavelength and
actual measurements of the skin penetration by light
over a period of time. However, it is necessary to understand how light enters the body.
Researchers have recently demonstrated that depth

10

found Super Pulsing better able to penetrate through
11
evaluated and found
Super Pulsed 904 nm LLLT energy penetrated 2-3
times easier through the rat skin barrier than a CW
device of 810 nm. Yet, a common myth perpetuated
by several makers of Class 4 devices insists that greater
power leads to better photon penetration through the
skin. It was determined that 808 nm of light penetrates
as much as 54% deeper than 980 nm light12 and the
poor penetration of 980 nm is likely to produce more

Figure 3

13
MR4 delivered the greatest enhancement of MVC
(p<0.05), DOMS (p<0.05), CK activity (p<0.05) compared to placebo and Class 4 devices and demonstrated Key Note: Simply put, penetrating the skin barrier
- cannot be compensated by a higher power output, as
cebo, Class 3B and Class 4 devices. (Figure 3)
quickly, leading to greater heat generation14,
treatment overdose or possible photodamage.
(GaAs 905 nm), infrared and red LEDs (875 nm and
640 nm) ensures an optimized peak activation of CCO Leal-Junior, et al performed a depth of penetration

ATP production, provides continual photo dissocirent multiple wavelengths provides a vastly improved
-

LED, 875 nm IRED and 905 nm SPL) following the
procedure Joenson, et al employed. Compared to the
predicted amount, the combined wavelengths group
exhibited nearly a 100% greater penetration time
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be concluded that the combination of low level power
and multiple wavelengths creates a “synergism” that
enhances each individual wavelength’s ability to penlight energy to reach biological targets beneath the

All lasers and LED sources will have a percentage
of this conversion is a function of the emitted wavelengths. A wavelength with a poor depth of penethermal energy more rapidly, possibly increasing the

-

ly less, reduces the conversion into heat and avoids a
dangerous rise in tissue temperature. Multi Radiance
devices emit wavelengths that reach varying depths of
penetration and create a unique non-thermal synergy

ues to increase, the photochemical and photophysical

turn, creates a favorable mix of the available parameters to maximize therapeutic outcomes in the clinic for
consistent and reliable results.

In addition to the favorable DPTP of the Multi Radiance devices, pulsing and Super Pulsing, by nature,
have a clean distinctive advantage; their operation, by
design, is to minimize heat. Super Pulsed laser creates
a desirable higher peak power, however due to the
ultrashort pulses, there is little resulting heat accumulating within the target tissue. IREDs and LEDs will, if

-

tration to optimize the therapeutic value of the device.

that generate light. To work in concert with the Super Pulsing laser, both IREDs and LEDs are pulsed to
ance Medical device and pulsing have improved not
only the percentage of available light beneath the skin
but have reduced the net thermal impact on the skin
-

Figure 4

is HEATING UP
While a need for adequate power exists, an irradiance
either too low or too high can either fail to stimulate
activity. Creating a balance between power, depth of
penetration and absorption is necessary to get the desired tissue response. An irradiance that is too low will
fail to stimulate the tissue, give lackluster clinical redownside of increasing the average power is heat. Heat
is generated as an unwanted byproduct of light, the
more intense the light, the greater the amount of heat.

Selecting the right PBM device not only dictates understanding the mechanism of how light from that device interacts with the biological target but the diverse
set of parameters necessary to produce the therapeutic

Is a device that can deliver a dose very quickly due
to high power a better one? Some may claim that a
device is superior because it can deliver a dose in a
use of high powered Class 4 lasers. Currently there
are approximately 60 studies on high-powered laser in
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PubMed, some with questionable outcomes and design
biases, which represents less than 1% of all the available research data on PBM and are far from convincing. But they do contribute to the general confusion
and are an obstacle in the general acceptance of laser
phototherapy.

Key Note: Simply, penetrating the skin barrier cannot
be compensated by a higher power output, it will just
leading to greater heat generation, especially if the
wavelength selected possesses a weak penetration

Key Note: To date there is no evidence based research
ered lasers primarily due to the lack of a true placebo
controlled double blinded clinical trial.

In this case, the device that produced the greatest
amount of joules also created the greatest amount of
heat. It should be noted that the combined SPL+LED
device has the greater energy below the surface of the

manner (Figure 5). Each device will have a unique set
of parameters and while on the surface, a device may
appear to be “better” in comparison, a closer look may

increasing the temperature, is the ideal device.

Power, Heat, and Phototoxicity

(808 nm 200 mW), a Combined SPL+LED device (133
mW 905 SPL + 875 nm IRED + 640 nm IRED) and a
CW Class 4 device (980 nm 500 mW) are examined
side by side. Since the DPTP is known for all three
devices, a calculation can be made in regards to the
available light beneath the skin surface and absorbed
by the skin.

misrepresented PBM parameter. In the simplest terms,
the output of power, measured in watts or milliwatts,
determines the time necessary to deliver a set dose.
Confusion sets in when evaluating how much power
is necessary, what is an acceptable treatment time, and
the type of the photobiological reaction that occurs.

For the 808 nm (DPTP is 20%), approximately 2.4 of
the 12 J dose delivered in 1 minute would pass through

better” is a critical error. Depending on the intensity

and converted to heat.
(DPTP is 43%) would deliver only 8 J in 1 minute,
however due to the favorable DPTP, 3.4 J would be
delivered below the skin and only 4.6 J would be converted into thermal energy. In very stark contrast, the
CW 980 nm (DPTP 97.5%) would convert nearly all of
the energy to heat in 1 minute and only .75 J would be
available below the skin.
500 mW

200 mW

980 nm
(Class IV)

133 mW

808 nm
(Class III B)

905/875/640 nm
(Super Pulsed)

transform into a photothermal situation especially if
In many instances, power output is limited by the

nical limitation of many devices and one that can limit
the clinical potential of a device as well as its potential
safety of use. In order to understand one of the several
ways heat can be minimized, a very important distinction is how the energy is delivered either in condelivery can not only impact how heat is managed, but
responses of cells to Super Pulsed laser therapy can be

Initial DOSE

Initial DOSE

30 J

Initial DOSE

12 J

8J

97.5%

29.3 J

80%

9.6 J

57%

4.6 J

2.5%

.7 J

20%

2.4 J

43%

3.4 J

is a strong dependence on pulse repetition rate, pulse
duration and duty cycle, as well as energy dose and
wavelength. 15

Figure 5
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ical and photophysical changes and not the result of
16 17
, . However, light absorption creates heat as a byproduct. Laser, like ultrasound,
at low levels can stimulate while at higher levels it becomes destructive.18 When a higher dose is delivered,
there is a corresponding increase in the surface temperature recorded in darker pigmented skin compared
to lighter skin tones. In some instances, there was 3 to
6 times more heat than in the lighter skin color
groups.19 Khan, et al 20 found a correlation between
surface temperature greater than 45
al laser treatment parameters namely, irradiance and
Heat is a collateral byproduct of light, and one of the
limiting factors in photobiomodulation. Device therresponse at the skin surface. Testing ranges should
include small and large doses, but also measure dose
avoid potentially using PBM in situations where heat
may not be indicated, including wounds, acute
injuries, and areas of paresthesia.

increased the skin temperature by 22.3°C in dark pigmented skin. (Figure 6)
At all doses, the MR4 LS50 did NOT increase the
skin temperature to same levels reported in the prior
ture related to the frequency of the Super Pulsed laser
and pulsing of the LEDs and IREDs as compared to the
devices in the previous study (Joensen, et al).
indications, low-level laser and LED Laser therapy
treatments are considered safe to use in almost all
dark skin at doses recommended by World Association
claim the same safety. It should be noted that a thermal increase may be even more pronounced for 980
nm Class 4.22
due to a tactile response, Kim and Jeong23 noted while
utilizing a Gaussian beam with 3.14 W/cm2 that the
hyperthermia lasts for a few minutes. It is possible that
24

Khan, et al.25 administered high powered Class 4
lasers on laboratory mice to determine the threshold at
which laser absorption becomes phototoxic or cytotoxic in order to determine overall safety of the higher
suggested that it is possible to use surface temperature
during laser treatment as a clinical indicator of laser
indicators of laser cytotoxicity, including excess ROS.

Figure 6

Grandinétti, et al.21
MR4 LaserShower (LS50: 640 nm, 875 nm and
905 nm) emitter with a set frequency of 250 Hz to deliver a placebo, 10 J, 30 J and 50 J dose to sixty healthy
adult volunteers divided by gender, age, and skin color

that correlate with an increase in surface temperature
(≥45
just limited to edema and erythema, but also to burns,
contractures and even death. It was explained that the
excessive heat combined with the excessive release of
ROS created the toxicity.
skeletal muscle can be seen in the comparative study
done by De Marchi, et al.26
regards to improving muscles strength or modulating
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the pain associated with DOMS, however they ob-

Getting Consistent and Reliable Results

CK activity compared to the placebo. (Figure 7)

the rate at which energy is delivered. Using the same
will not necessarily trigger the same biological response. Kim27 used 1.2 J in plastic and aesthetic suror a 60 mW 830 nm laser (1000 mW × 1.2 sec or 60

to the amount of heat generated by the devices and
et al28
altered. Jenkins29 notes, in short, the power is actually
of less importance in determining the outcome of laser
therapy than the irradiation time.
If a device is in continuous mode, it will always deliver
the same dose in the same amount of time. Imagine
Figure 7

have caused the muscles to work harder and experiby the high-powered laser did not exhibit the same
by the MR4. Tissue heating may be negatively impacting the phototherapeutic outcome as indicated by the

temperature setting of 450’F versus the correct temperature of 350’F, there would be burnt edges and a
raw middle. All Super Pulsed lasers operate in pulsed

the amount of light the tissue receives. By changing the frequency, the rate of energy delivered is also
changed. Based upon tissue response or need, the
dose can be delivered in a shorter amount of time by
increasing the frequency output of the laser or spreading it out over a much longer time by lowering the rate

ject” the claim that more power delivered to the tissue
Key Note: All devices should complete thermal time
no excessive heat was noted in any types of pigmentindicates that the Multi Radiance Medical devices are
safe to use without concern or worry over
photocytoxicity.

as the Arndt-Schultz principle whereas small doses
stimulate the biological process and large doses inhibit
them.
in both in vitro and animal experiments.30 In reality
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munity as to how to quantify the dose and more impenetration. Examples of the dose variability for the
same condition based on wavelength can be seen in the portantly how we should measure the applied energy.
- Some would note that a joule (the joule, symbol J, is
a derived unit of energy, work, or amount of heat in
31
studies , therefore clinicians should not randomly
the International System of Units) should be utilized.
accept that a universal dose exists.
While on paper, dose or energy, can be easily calculated, but cannot be completely validated. Time is a conAntonialli, et al32 utilized and established a protostant, and therefore a better comparative parameter.
col35
settings that can measure both stimulatory and inhibsured by the clinician and in most cases, by the device.
Recording time along with the device settings attempts
placebo-controlled trial, 40 male healthy untrained
to provide some reproducible treatment parameters.
volunteers were given one of four doses (80 s, 240 s,
400 s or placebo) with the MR4 LaserShower (640 nm
It should be noted that alternative forms for dose calRed LED, 875 nm IRED and 905 nm SPL) prior to
culation have been suggested such as the use of bioperforming an eccentric exercise protocol designed to
metric equipped devices, like the TARGET™ equipped
induce muscle fatigue. Visual Analogue Scale (VAS)
MR4 LaserStim™. Other methods such as biofeedback,
to assess pain and creatine kinase (CK) test to detect
spectroscopy and thermography may prove useful in
the future.
damage34 were performed at 1 min, 1, 24, 48, 72, and
96 h post exercise procedures.
240 s dose represented the most stable control of the
(400 s) provided the greatest reduction in short term
lent example of the biphasic dose-response or Arndtstimulated the biological processes and as the dose
was increased (240 s) even more favorable stimulatory
results were noted. However once the larger dose (400

Simulatory phase

-

Small
doses

Dosage

Inhibitory phase

80s

240s

photobiomodulation and has earned a reputation of
being “impossible”. Even the suggested dose guideline
per condition from the WALT guidelines are so broadly based that their clinical value has been questioned.
Compounded by the lack of understanding of the
biphasic dose response curve for individual devices,
it makes accurate dosing in human subjects nearly
impossible.

metric MR4 LaserStim™ utilizes biometric data compiled in real-time to optimize treatment parameters
to provide the “right” dose, for the right condition,
ro-adaptive electrical muscle stimulator to the multi

-

technology that can work in real-time to improve dose
delivery.

400s

Moderate
doses

Toxic
threshold

Large
dose

of electrical stimulation that provides a continual
monitoring of the changes in electrical impedance of
the skin and underlying tissue. By identifying areas
of decreased resistance (increased impedance), MR4

Figure 8
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-

or
Treatment Area Recognition and Guidance Enhanced
Technology. It enables users to locate asymmetries
or “active sites” through bio-impedance deviations ie:
highly-probable laser therapy targets.
TM

Utilizing the same neuro-adaptive biphasic electrical stimulation current, the device employs DOSE™
or Dose Optimization by Skin Electrophysiology, to
electrical stimulation treatment on the body. When
used in conjunction with TARGET™, DOSE™ provides
visual and audio feedback when “normalization” of the
target tissue has been reached. In essence, the MR4 La-

ance Medical device and pulsing have improved not
only the percentage of available light beneath the skin
but have reduced the net thermal impact on the skin
-

metric MR4 LaserStim™ utilizes biometric data compiled in real-time to optimize treatment parameters
to provide the “right” dose, for the right condition, at
biphasic form of electrical stimulation that provides
a continual monitoring of the changes in electrical
impedance of the skin and underlying tissue and acts

and reducing the need for “cookbook” treatments.
Summary
At the core of all Multi Radiance Medical devices is
a synergistic combination of Super Pulsed Lasers,
Infrared Emitting Diodes, Light Emitting Diodes,

need for “cookbook” treatments.

multi wavelengths, multi-light and energy sources was
validated by studies conducted from 2012-2014 by
the Laboratory of Phototherapy in Ports and Exercise
(Sao Paulo, Brazil) and reported in the Pillars Proof of
Concepts White Paper.
It has been demonstrated that multiple wavelengths
have the ability to enhance and prolong the time of
CCO activation across the entire therapeutic window
by delivering much smaller doses across many wavelengths rather than a single wavelength of greater powphoto dissociates NO and activates ROS.
wavelength’s ability to penetrate the skin, to allow for a
greater proportion of the available light energy to reach
100%) of available light beneath the skin without the
need for increased power due to heat loss. Combined
with the favorable DPTP of the Multi Radiance devices, pulsing and Super Pulsing minimized the photo-
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Conclusion
Multi Radiance Medical devices have the most favorable mix of the available parameters to maximize
therapeutic outcomes in the clinic for consistent and

imal contraindications, Multi Radiance Medical Lasers
to use without concern or worry over photocytoxicity.
Combining design and engineering, Multi Radiance
Medical does not compromise between power and
are supported by science and clinically proven to produce consistent, positive patient outcomes.

on assuming Market Leadership by turning its current research into future treatment opportunities for
those disease states and conditions that do not have an
adequate current treatment, and in those cases where
there is no current treatment at all.
Multi Radiance remains committed to the on-going
new industrial product designs, and become the innomany new discoveries and move light based medicine
forward into the future and toward mainstream acceptance.

Extensively tried and tested over 20 years, Multi Radiance Medical MR4 and TerraQuant product lines are
patented, unique devices that combine multiple wavelengths, light sources and electromagnetic energy to
cant results available. Each wavelength and light source

On Market Leadership
Multi Radiance Medical remains dedicated to sound
research, industry advancement and maintaining the
U and the North American Association of Photobiocations, evidence based and translational research, and
pany partners with the most respected researchers in
the design of the devices and with direction of clinical
research.
has proven how and why its technology works, without
als around the world being funded and supported by
Multi Radiance Medical.
Multi Radiance is taking the responsibility to set new
standards for the industry by setting the bar high on
research and validation. Having proven its technology
in vivo, in vitro, in controlled laboratory trials, and in
clinical trials, Multi Radiance in now setting its sights
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